
READING COMPREHENSION – UNDERSTANDING WORLD  – VEGA Teaching
Scenario

Topic: The student will learn to describe elements in detail, To delve into the description of elements. Use the language and
spelling of words. Develop cognitive, metacognitive and linguistic skills. Reasoning and prior knowledge.

Subject(s): Language

Age / Grade: 12+ / grade 6+

Short description of the game in this scenario:

● Outer Wilds is an award-winning open world title, set in an enigmatic solar system confined to an infinite time loop.

● The space program waits for you! You are the newest addition to Outer Wilds

Ventures, a fledgling space program searching for answers in a strange and

ever-evolving solar system. The mysteries of the solar system... Time changes

everything...

● All these answers await you in the deepest and most dangerous corners of

space.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/753200/Sharecare_YOU/


● The Outer Wilds planets are riddled with hidden locations that change over time. Visit an underground city before it's

swallowed by the sand, or explore the surface of a planet and watch it crumble right under your very nose. Dangerous

environments and natural disasters hold each of these secrets.

Introduction to the scenario

The objective is to work with the students on reading comprehension and favor correct communication. For this, different tools will
be used to motivate students to work quickly, understanding what they read, interpreting and communicating in an agile way what
the senses show them.

Learning outcomes:

The students are able to:

● The student will learn to describe elements in detail
● To delve into the description of elements
● Use the language and spelling of words
● Develop cognitive, metacognitive and linguistic skills
● Decoding.
● Fluency.
● Vocabulary.
● Sentence building and cohesion.
● Reasoning and prior knowledge.
● Working memory and attention



A selection of learning outcomes from the Spanish Curriculum

The curricular content, assessment criteria and indicators of achievement applied in this scenario are as follows.

Block 2: WRITTEN COMMUNICATION AND READING

● Reading of all kinds of continuous and discontinuous texts, in different media (printed, digital and multimodal) with correct
speed, fluency and intonation.

With the corresponding evaluation criteria:

● Reading on their own initiative, adapting to the format and textual structure texts from school and social contexts and choose
their personal reading and readings to support learning tasks and social texts, and choose their own personal reading and
reading in support of learning tasks, according to their preferences and interests, giving reasons for their choices.

And the indicators of achievement, related to the competence of linguistic communication and interaction.

● Read aloud with progressive correctness in the correspondence between phonemes and spelling, adapting phonemes and
spelling, adapting to the format and textual structure. and textual structure.

● Reads correctly and with correctly and with supervision, adapting to the social contexts, adapting to the format and textual
structure (literary and non-literary texts complete or fragmented literary texts, expositions and arguments) establishing for
him/herself the objectives of the reading.

Block 3: WRITTEN COMMUNICATION. WRITING.

● Knowledge and use, from models, of the basic elements (textual support, silhouette, typographical variations, presence the
basic elements (textual support, silhouette, typographic variations, presence of illustrations, etc.) of written texts and
illustrations, etc.) of written texts and their structure. their structure.

● Planning: definition of the addressee and the structure according to the textual typology, to write narrative, descriptive,
explanatory, argumentative and persuasive texts,

● Writing the draft.



● Individual or collective writing and re-writing of school and social texts of school and social texts based on models, with
different models, with different intentions, with appropriate handwriting, order and cleanliness, and using a formal register
and vocabulary. using a formal register and vocabulary in keeping with the educational level.

The assessment criterion corresponding to these contents is:

● Plan and write, in a reflective and dialogical way, with adult supervision and the collaboration of their classmates, texts of the
most common genres of the educational level, writing the draft, adapting the content to the communication situation, with a
coherent structure and appropriate vocabulary and using linguistic resources with creativity and aesthetic sense.

On the other hand, the achievement criteria that relate to linguistic communicative competence and interaction and learning to learn
competence are:

● When writing texts, they organise the information following the logical and chronological order of the textual structure of the
model.

● When writing texts, they use appropriate vocabulary and respectful language.
● When writing texts, they use subject-specific terminology correctly, avoiding discriminatory terms.
● When writing texts can use some linguistic resources (e.g. comparison, hypothesis(comparison, hyperbole, metaphor,

alliteration, etc.). metaphor, alliteration, metonymy, hyperbole, hyperbole, hyperbole, alliteration, metonymy, hyperbole,
hyperbaton and the hyperbole, metaphor, alliteration, metonymy, hyperbaton and word play) with creativity and aesthetic
sense.



Students self-assessment rubric
This rubric is made to help understand what’s important with games or any new media in general. An experienced teacher can run without, but
this is to help new teachers to assess what’s valuable.

The idea is that every ROW is just ONE variable (ex. recall, transfer. problem-solving etc.). You read the first column and give a ‘grade’. The
descriptions are just there to give a ‘quality’ if you need that.

Student evaluation rubric

Knowledge
content 1 2 3 4

Information recall
Student can't recall information
covered in game

Student can recall some
information covered in game

Student can recall most
information covered in game

Student can recall all the  information
from the game well

Transfer

Student can't connect the
information in game to
information on books or in other
medias

Student can transfer some
information from the game to
other medias

Student can transfer majority
of information from the game
to other medias

Student can connect the information in
game very well to contents in other
medias

Skills 1 2 3 4

Problem-solving

Student did not try to solve
problems in game / during
activity

Student was somewhat active
in solving problems during the
activity

Student worked rather
actively on solving problems
during class.

Student worked very actively on
solving problems during class

Collaboration
Student was not able / willing to
collaborate with others.

Student participated, but was
not particularly active in
collaboration.

Student was actively
collaborating while working.

Student was very actively collaborating
while working.

Creativity

Student did not actively
consider / provide creative
solutions to tasks or challenges

Student provided some
creative ideas and solutions
during the activity

Student actively considered /
provided creative solutions to
tasks or challenges

Student very  actively
considered/provided creative solutions
to tasks or challenges

1 2 3 4



Exercise
completion

Student was not able to
complete the tasks in the game

Student was able to complete
some of the tasks in the game

Student was able to complete
most of the tasks in the  game

Student was able to complete all (or
nearly all) tasks in the game

Engagement
Student was not engaged
during the class

Student was slightly engaged
during the class

Student was engaged during
the class

Student was very engaged during the
class

Formative assessment

Number of students: Duration (estimated time/number of lessons):
● 20 students (one by one student/ or working by couples)

● 2 lessons á 45 min

Prerequisites (necessary materials and online resources):

● Computers with Outer Wild downloaded on a STEAM account

Before the program begins (preparatory work for teacher):

● Search and collect information and material about the topic

● Check and review these youtube links before start lesson:
○ OUTER WILD GAME

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6LGnVCL1_A
○ OUTER WILD HOW TO PLAY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IbtGdABmVpQ

https://docs.google.com/document/d/18h21YvM5aJ5x9n8x6InykvRPlSqZIALBAY2i_NNOOuU/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6LGnVCL1_A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IbtGdABmVpQ


● Try it yourself.

● Learn how basic functions work and how you use the controllers (make a manual for the controllers if the students haven’t

used them before)

● All material the students need is included in the assignment

● Divide students into groups of maximum 2 students per group.



The main part of the scenario (number of lessons):

Part one (two lessons 2 x 45 min)
Lesson 1

OUTER WILDS

The game is an exploring adventure that gives you freedom to decide and explore. Is also clear that the missions are limited and
different depending on your decisions. Added to this, you can introduce questions to make students interact with the NPCs with the
objective to answer those questions.

Most NPCs have something interesting to say and you can use that and the interactive objects the game has.



Your first mission is going to the Observatory and take the launch codes.

CLASS TASK

Before taking the codes, explore the town and interact with everyone to answer all the questions.
(this will take around 40-50 minutes)

Characters questions EXAMPLES

Play with the Señaloscopio.
Why can't they play with -- SIGNALoscop?

What is it?
For what do you use it in the game?

Gnesi and the Instruments!
Which instruments did they bring to space?

Who is the owner of each instrument?
Did Gnesi build the instruments?

Espinela’s song
What is the song she sings?

What planet would she like to visit?
* She tells you a story about Garbo’s visit to that planet*

What happened to Garbo In that story?
What was the monster he saw?

Tenca’s letter
What does the letter say?



*Go talk with Toba*
What does Toba tell you about Tecna?

RESENTMENT TOWARDS THE TREE
Why does he want to cut the tree?

Do you think he lies when he says that he doesn't hold resentment?
What excuse does he use to justify that he needs to cut the tree?

Interactive objects questions EXAMPLES

Pictures of the satellite
*There is a satellite that takes photos around the planet *

Describe the planet and the places that you see on the visor.
Situate the places in the four directions

North, East, Northeast, South.

Gosht material
Describe it based on the information you found.

The information in the entrance of the Observatory
With what information was created OuterWilds Ventures?

Who did the first Space mission?Where did he go?
Who are the founders of the exploration agency OulterWilds?

Observatory objects
Describe the game ”solar system”



PREPARE A INFOGRAPHIC DOC ANSWERING QUESTIONS:

What lurks in the heart of the dangerous planet Dark Bramble? Who or what built the alien ruins on the Moon? Is it possible to stop
the endless time loop?



Summative assessment:

Grades 5-10 5 6 7 8 9 10

Activity and engagement

The student has
had challenges to
get the task
finished. The
student hasn't
shown signs of
engagement
neither at school
nor at home.

The student has
only occasionally
shown interest in
the work and has
had difficulty
finding motivation.

The student has
mostly shown
interest in the
work both at
home and at
school.

The student has
shown interest
and
commitment to
the work both at
home and at
school.

The student
has shown
great interest
and
commitment
both in lessons
and at home.

The student has
shown great
interest,
responsibility and
commitment both in
lessons and at
home.

The overall picture of the
work when completed.

The student
misses several
parts of his work
and several points
are not checked in
the list.

The student lacks
several parts of
the checklist in his
work.

The student lacks
certain parts of
the checklist, but
it is largely
complete.

The student has
done all the
parts on the
checklist.

The student
has done all the
parts on the
checklist and
you can see
that the student
has made an
effort to include
all the parts.

The student has
done every single
part on the checklist
and it can be seen
that the student has
processed the
content.



The mindmap: Text structure,
spelling and layout of text.

The mind map
lacks important
parts and lacks
headings. The
student uses a
limited number of
words and the
variation is poor.
The student needs
a lot of support to
complete the task
in view of the
digital skills
required. The task
is full of spelling
and language
errors.

The student has
challenges with
the content in the
mindmap and
lacks headings.
The student uses
a limited number
of words and the
variation is not
great. The student
needs support to
complete the task
in view of the
digital skills
required. The task
is full of spelling
and language
errors.

The student's
mind map
includes the basic
things but lacks
some important
facts . In most
places, the
student has a
heading where
the task so
requires. The
student has
certain
shortcomings in
the digital skills
that the task
requires. The
student has
several places of
negligence and
not corrected
spelling errors.

The student's
mind map
includes the
most important
things. The
student uses
headings and
can reflect on
his word
choices. The
student has the
digital skills that
school work
requires, knows
the standards
for basic
spelling and the
structures of
written language
and can use
them in text
production.

The content of
the mind map is
complete. The
student has
creative
headings and
can reflect on
their word
choices in
many ways.
The student
has the digital
skills that the
task requires.
The student
knows the
norms of basic
spelling and the
structures of
written
language and
can use them in
a versatile way
in their mind
map.

The mind map has
all the content that is
requested and is
structured in a way
that shows that the
student masters the
subject. The text is
put together in a
versatile way. The
student uses a
versatile language
and varies his
words. The student
knows the norms of
basic spelling and
the structures of
written language
and can use them in
a versatile way in
text production.

Images and captions The student lacks
pictures.

The student has
few pictures and
no captions.

The student has
pictures but no
captions.

The student has
pictures with
accompanying
text.

The student
has several
pictures and
descriptive
captions.

The student has
versatile pictures
and descriptive and
explanatory text.



Showing responsibility for the
completion of the work.
Cooperation and peer
response

The student had
difficulty
cooperating with
his group and did
not listen to his
classmates.The
student did not
give a peer
response and did
not take into
account what the
group gave in
response.

The student had
some difficulties in
cooperating with
his group and
listening to his
classmates. The
student gave peer
feedback without
following the
instructions. The
student did not
take into account
the response
given by the
group.

The student
mostly
cooperated well
with his
group.The
student received
and gave
feedback from his
group almost
always according
to the
instructions. The
response was
mostly
constructive.

The student
showed
responsibility
and mostly a
good ability for
cooperation.The
student received
and gave
feedback from
his group. The
response was
constructive.

The student
showed
evidence of
good
responsibility
and a good
ability for
cooperation.
The student
gave a versatile
response and
took the
response he /
she received
from his / her
group into
account.

The student showed
evidence of
excellent
responsibility and an
excellent ability for
cooperation.The
student made an
effort to formulate
himself in a
constructive and
valuable way for the
task in order to help
his group further in
his work. The
student received a
response from his
group and took it
into account in his
own work.

Skills

The student shows
obvious
shortcomings in
the understanding
of the subject.

The student
shows some
shortcomings in
the understanding
of the subject.

The student
shows evidence
of a certain
understanding
and some learned
knowledge of the
subject. .

The student
shows evidence
of a good
understanding
and has
assimilated the
most important
content in the
subject.

The student
shows of an
excellent
understanding
and has
assimilated the
most important
content in the
subject but
lacks some
knowledge.

The student shows
evidence of an
excellent
understanding and
fully masters the
content.



Language learning/English

The student has
big difficulties in
learning the
English words.

The student
struggles with and
has some
challenges with
the English words.

The student
knows the most
important
concepts and
words in English.

The student
shows evidence
of
understanding
most parts In
English.

The student
has a good
understanding
and has
learned most of
the concepts
and knows all
the words in
English.

The student masters
all concepts and
words in English.

The VR part and the app use

The student
presents obvious
difficulties in
understanding how
Sharecare YOU
and the Human
Body app work.
Shows a lack of
interest and is
careless in the use
of equipment
needed.

The student
presents some
difficulties in
understanding
how Sharecare
YOU and the
Human Body app
work. Trying to do
according to the
instructions, but
can not keep the
interest up all the
time. The student
is sometimes
careless in the use
of equipment
needed.

The student
understands the
main features of
how Sharecare
YOU and the
Human Body app
work. Mostly
follows the
instructions, but
sometimes lacks
perseverance. Is
usually careful
with the
equipment.

The student
shows a good
understanding
of how
Sharecare YOU
and the Human
Body app work.
The student
always follows
the teacher's
instructions and
is careful with
equipment.

The student
shows an
excellent
understanding
of how
Sharecare YOU
and the Human
Body app work.
Always follow
the teacher's
instructions and
is very careful
with the
equipment.

The student masters
the use of
Sharecare YOU and
the Human Body
app. Always follow
the teacher's
instructions and help
their classmates.
Always be careful
with technology.


